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The amount of of leading necessary 
for a readable and balanced column 
to type will depend upon the line 
lenght and x-height of the typeface. 
Typefaces with long ascenders and 
decenders will, as a rule, require less 
additional leading than those with 
greater x- height,.

The amount of of leading necessary 
for a readable and balanced column 
to type will depend upon the line 
lenght and x-height of the typeface. 
Typefaces with long ascenders and 
decenders will, as a rule, require less 
additional leading than those with 
greater x- height.

The amount of of leading necessary 
for a readable and balanced column 
to type will depend upon the line 
lenght and x-height of the typeface. 
Typefaces with long ascenders and 
decenders will, as a rule, require less 
additional leading than those with 
greater x- height.

The amount of of leading necessary 
for a readable and balanced column 
to type will depend upon the line 
lenght and x-height of the typeface. 
Typefaces with long ascenders and 
decenders will, as a rule, require less 
additional leading than those with 
greater x- height.
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Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point 
size, column width and alignment. It is the 
relationship of these three interdependent 
factors that ultimately determines the 
appearance of printed text. Type may be 
set flush or range left, centered, flush or 
arranged right or justified. Random is 
another form of alignment. Each form has 
characteristic qualities.  

Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point 

size, column width and alignment. It is the 
relationship of these three interdependent 

factors that ultimately determines the 
appearance of printed text. Type may be 
set flush or range left, centered, flush or 
arranged right or justified. Random is 

another form of alignment. Each form has 
characteristic qualities.  

Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point 

size, column width and alignment. It is the 
relationship of these three interdependent 

factors that ultimately determines the 
appearance of printed text. Type may be 
set flush or range left, centered, flush or 

arranged right or justified. Random is 
another form of alignment. Each form has 

characteristic qualities.  

Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point 
size, column width and alignment. It is the 
relationship of these three interdependent 
factors that ultimately determines the 
appearance of printed text. Type may be 
set flush or range left, centered, flush or 
arranged right or justified. Random is 
another form of alignment. Each form has 
characteristic qualities.  

flush left /rag right  or align left, rag right flush right/rag left  or align right, rag left

centered justified (align left and right)
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Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point 
size, column width and alignment. It is the 
relationship of these three interdependent 
factors that ultimately determines the 
appearance of printed text. Type may be 
set flush or range left, centered, flush or 
arranged right or justified. Random is 
another form of alignment. Each form has 
characteristic qualities.  

Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point 

size, column width and alignment. It is the 
relationship of these three interdependent 

factors that ultimately determines the 
appearance of printed text. Type may be 
set flush or range left, centered, flush or 
arranged right or justified. Random is 

another form of alignment. Each form has 
characteristic qualities.  

Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point 

size, column width and alignment. It is the 
relationship of these three interdependent 

factors that ultimately determines the 
appearance of printed text. Type may be 
set flush or range left, centered, flush or 

arranged right or justified. Random is 
another form of alignment. Each form has 

characteristic qualities.  

Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point 
size, column width and alignment. It is the 
relationship of these three interdependent 
factors that ultimately determines the 
appearance of printed text. Type may be 
set flush or range left, centered, flush or 
arranged right or justified. Random is 
another form of alignment. Each form has 
characteristic qualities.  

flush left /rag right  or align left, rag right flush right/rag left  or align right, rag left

centered justified (align left and right)
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Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point size, 
column width and alignment. It is the rela-
tionship of these three interdependent fac-
tors that ultimately determines the appear-
ance of printed text. Type may be set flush or 
range left, centered, flush or arranged right 
or justified. Random is another form of align-
ment. Each form has characteristic qualities.  

Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point 
size, column width and alignment. It is 

the relationship of these three interdepen-
dent factors that ultimately determines 

the appearance of printed text. Type may 
be set flush or range left, centered, flush 
or arranged right or justified. Random is 

another form of alignment. Each form has 
characteristic qualities.  

Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point 
size, column width and alignment. It is 

the relationship of these three interdepen-
dent factors that ultimately determines 

the appearance of printed text. Type may 
be set flush or range left, centered, flush 

or arranged right or justified. Random is 
another form of alignment. Each form has 

characteristic qualities.  

Decisions on the arrangement of running 
type involve the consideration of point size, 
column width and alignment. It is the rela-
tionship of these three interdependent fac-
tors that ultimately determines the appear-
ance of printed text. Type may be set flush 
or range left, centered, flush or arranged 
right or justified. Random is another form 
of alignment. Each form has characteristic 
qualities.  

flush left /rag right  or align left, rag right flush right/rag left  or align right, rag left

centered justified (align left and right)

alignment / hyphenation on



Decisions on the arrangement of running type 
involve the consideration of point size, column 
width and alignment. It is the relationship 
of these three interdependent factors that 
ultimately determines the appearance of 
printed text. Type may be set flush or range left, 
centered, flush or arranged right or justified. 
Random is another form of alignment. Each 
form has characteristic qualities. 

Decisions on the arrangement of running type 
involve the consideration of point size, column 
width and alignment. It is the relationship of 
these three interdependent factors that ulti-
mately determines the appearance of print-
ed text. Type may be set flush or range left, 
centered, flush or arranged right or justified. 
Random is another form of alignment. Each 
form has characteristic qualities. 
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The amount of of leading necessary 
for a readable and balanced column 
to type will depend upon the line 
lenght and x-height of the typeface. 
Typefaces with long ascenders and 
decenders will, as a rule, require less 
additional leading than those with 
greater x- height.

The amount of of leading 
necessary for a readable and 
balanced column to type will 
depend upon the line lenght and 
x-height of the typeface. Typefaces 
with long ascenders and decenders 
will, as a rule, require less 
additional leading than those with 
greater x-height.

The amount of of leading necessary 
for a readable and balanced column 
to type will depend upon the line 
lenght and x-height of the typeface. 
Typefaces with long ascenders and 
decenders will, as a rule, require 
less additional leading than those 
with greater x- height.

The amount of  of  lead i ng 
necessa r y for a readable a nd 
ba la nced colu m n to ty pe w i l l 
depend upon the l i ne lenght 
a nd x-height of  the ty peface. 
T y pefaces w ith long ascenders 
a nd decenders w i l l ,  as a r u le, 
requ i re less add it iona l lead i ng 
tha n those w ith g reater x- 
height.
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The amount of of leading necessary 
for a readable and balanced column 
to type will depend upon the line 
lenght and x-height of the typeface. 
Typefaces with long ascenders and 
decenders will, as a rule, require less 
additional leading than those with 
greater x- height.

The amount of of leading necessary for a 
readable and balanced column to type will 
depend upon the line lenght and x-height 
of the typeface. Typefaces with long 
ascenders and decenders will, as a rule, 
require less additional leading than those 
with greater x- height.

The amount of of leading necessary 
for a readable and balanced column to 
type will depend upon the line lenght 
and x-height of the typeface. Typefaces 
with long ascenders and decenders will, 
as a rule, require less additional leading 
than those with greater x- height.

The amount of of leading necessary for a 
readable and balanced column to type will 
depend upon the line lenght and x-height of the 
typeface. Typefaces with long ascenders and 
decenders will, as a rule, require less additional 
leading than those with greater x- height.
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